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Abstract

We present strong and weak forms of boundary-value problems for a solid with a cohesive–frictional crack. Two commonly used
techniques for enhancing the finite element (FE) interpolation are considered: the assumed enhanced strain (AES) and the extended
FE methods. We compare and contrast the FE approximations involved in these techniques. The AES method employs a piecewise con-
stant interpolation of slip that is discontinuous across element boundaries. In contrast, the extended FE method interpolates slip con-
tinuously across element boundaries. Through numerical examples, we discuss the implications of these approximations to the calculated
overall deformation field in the regime of infinitesimal deformation. With only a Heaviside enrichment, we find the AES method to pre-
dict larger slip (i.e., softer response) compared to the extended FE solution. We ascribe the discrepancy to the lack of higher-order crack
tip enhancement in the extended FE solution. Finally, we compare the slip predicted by the above FE enhancement techniques to that
calculated by classical nonlinear contact mechanics algorithm for the case where the crack traverses the element sides.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Over the past two decades there has been a steady
stream of publications in the computational mechanics lit-
erature dealing with the topics of material failure and dam-
age. A class of problems that has attracted enormous
attention involves large deformation occurring over a very
narrow zone, see e.g., [1–35]. Deformation bands are nar-
row zones of intense shear, compaction, and/or dilation
[36–47]. On a macroscopic scale the displacement field is
continuous but the strain field inside the band is intense.
Faults are highly damaged gouge zones where granulized
particles roll and slide past each other even as the material
outside this zone remains relatively undamaged. The effec-
tive friction coefficient along a fault depends on lithology,
presence of fluids, temperature, and the evolving thickness
of the gouge produced by continued slip and wear along
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contact surfaces [36,48–50,52–54]. Fractures or cracks are
much narrower zones of intense deformation, approaching
a discontinuous displacement field where two surfaces
either separate or slide past each other [44,48,51,55,56].
The coefficient of friction in frictional fractures or cracks
have been observed from laboratory experiments to vary
with slip speed and maturity of contact [57–60].

Because of nearly overlapping definitions, qualitative
descriptions of failure modes are quite artificial, and actual
mechanism of deformation could involve combinations of
several far more complex processes. However, in this paper
we distinguish between two mechanisms of deformation: a
continuum strain localization mode in which the two sides
of damage zone are in direct physical contact; and a sepa-
ration mode characterized by a pair of traction-free sur-
faces. Deformation bands, faults, and frictional cracks
are examples of a continuum strain localization mode;
opening mode fractures, sometimes simply called cracks,
are examples of a separation mode. The distinction is made
since two very prominent finite element (FE) enhancement
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Fig. 1. Definition of problem domain and boundaries. Domain X is cut by
a surface of discontinuity S into X� and X+. Compact support of MSðxÞ
is Xh ¼ Xh

� [ Xh
þ, and bounded by surfaces Sh

�. Unit normal vector to S

is n, pointing in the direction of X+.
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techniques, the assumed enhanced strain (AES) and the
extended FE methods, have emerged at their inception to
capture these two respective mechanisms of deformation.

A mathematical foundation of the AES method may be
traced to Simo and Rifai [28], who used a three-field Hu–
Washizu variational formulation for strain enhancements
to improve the performance of lower-order ‘‘locking” ele-
ments, i.e., elements which exhibit stiff responses owing
to their inability to capture some kinematical features of
deformation such as bulk incompressibility and bending.
Conforming finite elements have difficulty capturing local-
ized deformation, so the AES method also has been tai-
lored to improve element performance for such
application. It must be noted that the AES method was
developed primarily for continuum strain localization
problems, and not for opening mode fractures. In the for-
mer application the gradient of slip on the band in the
direction of the axis of the band is relatively small and
hence is ignored in the AES formulation. Furthermore,
the tip of the band is usually a fracture process zone where
localized deformation is smeared throughout the element
volume. An appealing feature of the AES formulation is
that no additional global degrees of freedom are required
since the element enhancement is purely local. Static con-
densation is a procedure typically used to eliminate the ele-
ment enhancement prior to global assembly. Furthermore,
for constant strain triangular elements, static condensation
may be done just as effectively at the Gauss point level,
leading to a so-called Galerkin embedded strong disconti-
nuity algorithm [3]. The latter method mimics the classical
smeared crack approaches [61–64] and can be implemented
using the platform for standard continuum plasticity
requiring no modification to the element subroutine, i.e.,
changes reflecting the post-localization responses are
restricted to the material subroutine only.

The past decade has seen the emergence of an enhance-
ment technique called the extended FE method for crack
propagation simulation. In principle, the technique intro-
duces the enhancement to allow a conforming finite ele-
ment to separate into two parts. The method is based on
partition of unity [65,66] and permits a continuous interpo-
lation of discontinuity across element boundaries. Early
applications of the extended FE formulations have focused
on opening mode fractures where the tractions on the free
surfaces are zero. Because of the assumption of free trac-
tions, the formulation naturally leads to a kinematical
problem under compression when contact condition could
not be enforced without causing the free surfaces to
overlap.

Very limited work has been done to address contact con-
dition and cohesive–frictional crack propagation in the
context of the extended FE method. Dolbow et al. [8]
imposed the contact constraint for frictional crack propa-
gation through a variational formulation expressed in
terms of the total displacements of the discontinuity sur-
faces. Their formulation requires that the two surfaces be
iteratively ‘‘closed” to enforce contact condition using an
iterative algorithm called LATIN [67]. Unfortunately, this
iterative algorithm converges very slowly and does not per-
mit machine precision accuracy. Kim et al. [17] proposed
an improved version utilizing Newton’s method along with
so-called ‘mortared elements’ as a regularization scheme.
Liu and Borja [20] reformulated the frictional crack prop-
agation problem in terms of relative displacement of the
sliding surfaces using a penalty algorithm borrowed from
nonlinear contact mechanics [68–70], along with Newton
iteration. The rapid convergence rate of Newton iteration
allows machine precision accuracy in the global nonlinear
equation solve, while the penalty formulation for contact
condition allows tracking of the path-dependent incremen-
tal solution.

In this paper, we elucidate the concepts underlying the
AES and the extended FE methods with reference to fric-
tional crack propagation simulation. To limit the scope
of the paper, opening mode fracture is not covered in this
work. We emphasize that the aim of this paper is to unify
the underlying concepts and not to give a historical per-
spective of the aforementioned methods. To make the
exposition complete, we have implemented the above meth-
ods in a common FE platform, along with classical contact
mechanics algorithm [68–70], so that we may compare
quantitatively the solutions provided by each of these
methods. Theoretical formulations are first presented,
including the strong and weak forms of the boundary value
problem. We next differentiate between the Petrov–Galer-
kin and Bubnov–Galerkin FE formulations employed in
the AES and extended FE methods, respectively. Focusing
on slip patterns, we show that the asymptotic FE solutions
produced by the AES and extended FE methods differ sub-
stantially particularly near the crack tip. We attribute the
discrepancy to the lack of a special crack tip enhancement
needed by the extended FE solutions to fully capture the
strain singularity at the crack tip.

2. Variational formulation

We consider a body X with a surface of discontinuity S
shown in Fig. 1. In order for the comparison of the meth-
ods to be more transparent, we shall express all relevant
variables in rate form. The velocity field v(x) is discontinu-
ous on S according to the equation

vðxÞ ¼ �vðxÞ þMSðxÞ~vðxÞ; ð1Þ
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where �vðxÞ and MSðxÞ~vðxÞ are the continuous and discon-
tinuous parts of v(x), respectively. The scalar function
MSðxÞ generates the discontinuity on the surface S, and
is given by the equation

MSðxÞ ¼ HSðxÞ � f hðxÞ; ð2Þ

where HSðxÞ is the Heaviside function defined by

HSðxÞ ¼
1; x 2 Xþ
0; x 2 X�

�
ð3Þ

and f h(x) is any arbitrary smooth ‘blending’ function that
satisfies the following requirements

f hðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
0 on Sh

� [ ðX� n Xh
�Þ;

~vðxÞ on Sh
þ [ ðXþ n Xh

þÞ:

(
ð4Þ

The discontinuous part of velocity satisfies the properties

supp½MSðxÞ~vðxÞ� ¼ Xh
� [ Xh

þ; sMSðxÞ~vðxÞt ¼ ~vðxÞjS;
ð5Þ

where ‘‘supp” stands for support of a function, and s�t de-
notes a jump. The blending function f h(x) adds elegance to
the formulation since it allows the nodal displacements cal-
culated at the global level to be accepted as the final dis-
placements. The function f h(x) also plays a key role in
the definition of the equivalent weighting function for use
with the AES method.

Restricting the discussion to infinitesimal deformation,
we write the strain rate tensor as

_� ¼ $sv ¼ $s�vþ HSðxÞ$s~v� $sðf hðxÞ~vÞ þ dSð~v� nÞs;
ð6Þ

where $s is the symmetric spatial gradient operator, (�)s de-
notes the symmetric part of the tensor, and dS is the Dirac
delta distribution function.

Without loss of generality we assume quasi-static load-
ing and write the governing equations in rate form as
follows:

divð _rÞ þ _f ¼ 0 in X nS; ð7Þ
m � _r ¼ _t on Ct; ð8Þ

where _r is the Cauchy stress rate tensor, _f is the body force
rate vector, _t is the traction rate vector acting on external
surface boundary Ct, and m is the unit normal vector to
Ct. For dead loading _f ¼ _t ¼ 0. We augment the above
equations with the following conditions on the surface of
discontinuity

n � _r ¼ _tS� on S�; ð9Þ
� n � _r ¼ _tSþ on Sþ ð10Þ

in which n is the unit normal vector to S and pointing to-
ward X+, see Fig. 1.

Consistent with the velocity field (1), we assume a family
of weighting functions of the form:

g ¼ �gþMSðxÞ~g: ð11Þ
The standard variational formulation leads to an expres-
sion of the formZ

X
$sg : _rdX ¼

Z
X

g � _f dXþ
Z

C
g � _t dC: ð12Þ

Substituting the weighting function (11) into (12) and using
the definition of Dirac delta distribution function yieldsZ

X
½$s�gþHSðxÞ$s~g�$sðf hðxÞ~gÞ� : _rdXþ

Z
S

~g � _tS dC

¼
Z

X
ð�gþMSðxÞ~gÞ � _f dXþ

Z
C
ð�gþMSðxÞ~gÞ � _tdC; ð13Þ

where _tS � _tS� . Since �g and ~g are two independent weight-
ing functions, we obtain independent variational equationsZ

X
$s�g : _rdX ¼

Z
X

�g � _f dXþ
Z

C

�g � _t dC ð14Þ

andZ
X
½HSðxÞ$s~g� $sðf hðxÞ~gÞ� : _rdXþ Gcð~g � _tSÞ

¼
Z

X
MSðxÞ~g � _f dXþ

Z
C

MSðxÞ~g � _t dC; ð15Þ

where

Gcð~g; _tSÞ ¼
Z
S

~g � _tS dC ð16Þ

is a surface integral arising from slip on the surface of dis-
continuity. Eq. (14) is the standard variational equation
without a discontinuity, whereas (15) is the variational
equation associated with the constraint on the discontinu-
ity. Note that the region of integration for (15) is limited to
the support of MSðxÞ, as can be seen from the fact that

HSðxÞ$s~g� $sðf hðxÞ~gÞ ¼ MSðxÞ$s~g� ð~g� $f hðxÞÞs:
ð17Þ

Since f h(x) = 0,1 outside of the support Xh, the above
expression vanishes in XnXh.

3. Galerkin approximation and matrix equations

Using the standard Galerkin approximation in which
the trial and weighting functions are the same, we develop
matrix equations consistent with the variational equations
of the previous section.

3.1. Rate form

For any element Xe containing a crack the continuous
part of the velocity field is approximated by standard C0

shape functions Ne
I ðxÞ

�vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N en

Ne
I ðxÞ _de

I ¼ N e _de; x 2 Xe; ð18Þ

where _de
I is the regular nodal velocity vector and Nen is the

set of regular nodes for element Xe, represented as dark cir-
cles in Fig. 2. The velocity field ~v is approximated by shape
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REGULAR DISCONTINUOUS

Fig. 2. Mixed finite elements for resolving a crack: (a) subinterpolated
discontinuous velocity field employed by the assumed enhanced strains
method; (b) isointerpolated discontinuous velocity field employed by the
extended finite element method; (c) superinterpolated discontinuous
velocity field.
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functions Ne
I ðxÞ, which are not necessarily the same as

Ne
I ðxÞ

~vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N 0en

Ne
I ðxÞ _ae

I ¼N e _ae; x 2 Xe; ð19Þ

where _ae
I is the vector of element nodal enhancements and

N 0en is the set of enhancement nodes for element Xe, repre-
sented as white circles in Fig. 2. The enhanced finite ele-
ments shown in Fig. 2 are similar to those used in a
mixed variational formulation [71] in that a node may con-
tain two types of degrees of freedom. We will consider spe-
cific forms for the shape function matrix N e in the next
section.

The velocity field f hðxÞ~vðxÞ is interpolated according to
the expression

f hðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N 0en

fNe
I ðxÞ _ae

I ¼ fN e _ae; x 2 Xe; ð20Þ

where fN e is a shape function matrix chosen to satisfy the
requirements spelled out in (4). Specific forms for this ma-
trix will also be presented in the next section. The discon-
tinuous part of velocity field then takes the form

MSðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N 0en

eN e
I ðxÞ _ae

I ¼ eN e _ae; x 2 Xe; ð21Þ

whereeN e
I ðxÞ ¼Ne

I ðxÞHSðxÞ � fNe
I ðxÞ: ð22Þ

Thus, the total velocity field becomes

vðxÞ ¼ N e _de þ eN e _ae; x 2 Xe: ð23Þ

We see that the contributions of _ae at the regular nodes are
zero from the use of the blending function, so _de represents
the total velocity vector at the regular nodes. Accordingly,
the strain rate vector is

_�ðxÞ ¼ Be _de þ eBe _ae; x 2 Xe nSe; ð24Þ

where Be ¼ $sN e and eBe ¼ $s eN e. The velocity jump on S
is
svðxSÞt ¼ ~vðxSÞ ¼N ejxS
_ae ð25Þ

with a slight abuse in notation by denoting the strain rate
tensor and vector with the same symbol.

Employing the standard Galerkin approximation in
which the trial and weighting functions are interpolated
in a similar fashion, the global finite element matrix equa-
tion consistent with variational Eq. (14) is

_FINTð _d; _aÞ ¼ _FEXT; ð26Þ

where

_FINT ¼
Z

X
BT _rdX;

_FEXT ¼
Z

X
NT _f dXþ

Z
C

NT _t dC:
ð27Þ

Implied in (26) is that the stress rate _r depends on _d and _a
through the strain rate _�.

The global finite element matrix equation consistent
with (15) is

_FINTð _d; _aÞ þ _GINTð _aÞ ¼ _FEXT; ð28Þ

where

_FINT ¼
Z

XhnS
eBT _rdX;

_GINT ¼
Z
S

N T _tS dS;

_FEXT ¼
Z

Xh

eN T _f dXþ
Z

Ch

eN T _t dC:

ð29Þ

Implied in (28) is that the traction rate vector _tS depends
solely on the velocity jump via (25), but not on the regular
displacements. Note that _FEXT and _FINT use the enhanced
shape function matrix eN , whereas _GINT uses the shape
function matrix N .

To further elucidate the matrix equations, consider tan-
gential constitutive equations of the form

_rðxÞ ¼ DðxÞ _�ðxÞ; _tSðxSÞ ¼ EðxSÞ~vðxSÞ; ð30Þ

where D and E are tangent stiffness matrices that could
vary with the state of stress. The coupled matrix equations
(26) and (28) then reduce to the more compact form

A11 A12

A21 A22

� � _d

_a

( )
¼

_FEXT

_FEXT

( )
; ð31Þ

where

A11 ¼
Z

X
BTDB dX; A12 ¼

Z
X

BTDeB dX;

A21 ¼
Z

Xh

eBTDB dX; A22 ¼ A22 þ A22;

A22 ¼
Z

Xh

eBTDeB dX; A22 ¼
Z
S

N TEN dS:

ð32Þ

The Galerkin approximation yields a symmetric system for
symmetric constitutive matrices D and E.
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3.2. Time-integrated form

The time-integrated global matrix equation is of the
form

FINTðd; aÞ ¼ FEXT; ð33Þ
where

FINT ¼
Z

X
BTrdX;

FEXT ¼
Z

X
NTf dXþ

Z
C

NTt dC:
ð34Þ

The above equations are augmented by the time-integrated
enhancement equations

FINTðd; aÞ þGINTðaÞ ¼FEXT; ð35Þ
where

FINT ¼
Z

XhnS
eBTrdX;

GINT ¼
Z
S

N TtS dS;

FEXT ¼
Z

Xh

eN Tf dXþ
Z

Ch

eN Tt dC:

ð36Þ

The matrix equations are best solved in residual form

D ¼
d

a

� �
; rðDÞ ¼

FEXT � FINT

FEXT �FINT �GINT

� �
: ð37Þ

We thus want a solution vector D� such that rðD�Þ ¼ 0.
Solving with Newton’s method requires an evaluation of
the algorithmic tangent operator

�r0ðDkÞ ¼
A11 A12

A21 A22

� �k

; ð38Þ

where k denotes an iteration counter, and

A11 ¼
Z

X
BTDkB dX; A12 ¼

Z
X

BTDk eB dX;

A21 ¼
Z

Xh

eBTDkB dX; A22 ¼ A22 þ A22;

A22 ¼
Z

Xh

eBTDk eB dX; A22 ¼
Z
S

N TEkN dS:

ð39Þ

In implementing the above iterative algorithm, it is
assumed that there exist constitutive evolution equations
(again, with a slight abuse in notation by denoting the
stress and strain vectors and tensors with the same symbol)

r ¼ rð�Þ; tS ¼ tSðeuÞ; ð40Þ
so that

Dk ¼ or

o�

����k; Ek ¼ otS
oeu
����k; ð41Þ

where _eu � ~v. In other words, the constitutive tangent oper-
ators D and E are simply replaced by their respective algo-
rithmic values, Dk and Ek, at iteration k. Two constitutive
evolution laws are therefore needed to drive the solution:
(a) the continuum constitutive law for the bulk solid, and
(b) the interface constitutive law for the crack.

4. Specializations of the matrix equations

Depending on the choice of interpolation functions we
could recover a number of different element enhancement
techniques.

4.1. The extended finite element method

The extended finite element method is the most recog-
nizable member of the above family of Galerkin techniques
and employs the same interpolation for �v and ~v (isointerpo-
lation). For any enhanced element Xe we have

�vðxÞ ¼ N e _de; ~vðxÞ ¼N e _ae; N e ¼N e; ð42Þ

for all x 2 Xe. A natural choice is to set N en ¼ N 0en, so no
additional nodes are introduced and the regular nodes of
Xe are simply enhanced. Each enhanced node of Xe then
contains a total number of 2nreg degrees of freedom, where
nreg = number of regular degrees of freedom for each node,
see Fig. 2.

The velocity field f hðxÞ~vðxÞ in an enhanced finite ele-
ment Xe may be interpolated according to the equation

f hðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N en

N e
I ðxÞHSðxIÞ _ae

I �
X
I2N en

fNe
I ðxÞ _ae

I : ð43Þ

Hence,fNe
I ðxÞ ¼ Ne

I ðxÞHSðxIÞ; I 2 N en: ð44Þ

The discontinuous part of the velocity field takes the form

MSðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N en

Ne
I ðxÞ½HSðxÞ � HSðxIÞ� _ae

I

�
X
I2N en

eN e
I ðxÞ _ae

I : ð45Þ

Hence,eN e
I ðxÞ ¼ Ne

I ðxÞ½HSðxÞ � HSðxIÞ�: ð46Þ

Finally, the velocity jump on S is given by

~vðxSÞ ¼
X
I2N en

Ne
I ðxSÞ _ae

I ¼ N ejxS
_ae: ð47Þ

For the extended finite element method employing CST
elements the functions f hðxÞ~vðxÞ and MSðxÞ~vðxÞ are shown
in Fig. 3.

4.2. One-node (reduced) interpolation of discontinuous

velocity

Consider an enhanced finite element Xe with a regular
C0-continuous interpolation of �v and a one-node interpola-
tion of ~v. Because ~vðxÞ is piecewise constant, it is discontin-
uous across the element boundaries, see Fig. 2. Setting
N 0en ¼ 1 and Ne

1ðxÞ � 1 for all x 2 Xe, we get
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Fig. 3. Plots of blending velocity f hðxÞ~vðxÞ and discontinuous velocity
MSðxÞ~vðxÞ for an enhanced CST element with the extended finite element
method: (a) two nodes on the positive side of S; (b) one node on the
positive side of S. The velocity jump ~vðxSÞ is interpolated linearly on S.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Plots of blending velocity f hðxÞ~vðxÞ and discontinuous velocity
MSðxÞ~vðxÞ for an enhanced CST element with a one-node discontinuous
velocity interpolation: (a) two nodes on the positive side of S; (b) one
node on the positive side of S. The velocity jump ~vðxSÞ is piecewise
constant on S.
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~vðxÞ ¼ _ae
1 ¼ constant; x 2 Xe: ð48Þ

The blending velocity takes the form

f hðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
X

J2N en

Ne
J ðxÞHSðxJ Þ

" #
_ae

1 � fNe
1ðxÞ _ae

1: ð49Þ

Thus,fNe
1ðxÞ ¼

X
J2N en

N e
JðxÞHSðxJ Þ: ð50Þ

The discontinuous part of velocity is given by

MSðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼ HSðxÞ �
X

J2N en

Ne
J ðxÞHSðxJÞ

" #
_ae

1

¼ eN e
1ðxÞ _ae

1: ð51Þ

Therefore,eN e
1ðxÞ ¼ HSðxÞ �

X
J2N en

Ne
J ðxÞHSðxJ Þ: ð52Þ

Finally, the velocity jump on S is given by the function

~vðxSÞ ¼ _ae
1 � _feme; ð53Þ

where _fe is the slip rate with instantaneous unit direction
me. Fig. 4 shows the functions f hðxÞ~vðxÞ and MSðxÞ~vðxÞ
for a 2D CST element with a one-node interpolation of dis-
continuous velocity.

For this reduced interpolation of discontinuous velocity
the Galerkin approximations imposed over an enhanced
element Xe consistent with variational equations (14) and
(15) are given by the pair of expressionsZ

Xe
$s�gh : _rdX ¼

Z
Xe

�gh � _f dXþ
Z

Ce
�gh � _t dC ð54Þ

and
Z
Xe

~uh : _rdX ¼
Z

Xe
MSðxÞme � _f dXþ

Z
Ce

MSðxÞme � _t dC;

ð55Þ

where

~uh ¼ �ðme � $f hðxÞÞs þ ðme � neÞsdS: ð56Þ

The element matrix equations are given by

Ae
11 Ae

12

Ae
21 Ae

22

� � _de

_fe

( )
¼

_Fe
ext

_Fe
ext

( )
; ð57Þ

where

Ae
11 ¼

Z
Xe

BTDB dX; Ae
12 ¼ �

Z
Xe

BTDbdX;

Ae
21 ¼ �

Z
Xe

bTDB dX;

Ae
22 ¼

Z
Xe

bTDbdXþ
Z
Se

meT Eme dS

ð58Þ

and

_Fe
ext ¼

Z
Xe

NT _f dXþ
Z

Ce
NT _t dC;

_Fe
ext ¼

Z
Xe

MSðxÞme � _f dXþ
Z

Ce
MSðxÞme � _t dC

ð59Þ

and where the column vector b is assembled from the ten-
sor ðme � $f hðxÞÞs.

4.3. A superinterpolated discontinuous velocity

Consider the following interpolation

�vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N en

Ne
I ðxÞ _de

I ; ~vðxÞ ¼
X

I2ðN en[BÞ
Ne

I ðxÞ _ae
I ; ð60Þ
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where Ne
I ðxÞ is the standard shape function for the regular

degree of freedom, B is a bubble node, and N en [ B � N 0en,
see Fig. 2c. The shape functions Ne

I ðxÞ are derived from
Ne

I ðxÞ so that Ne
I ðxJ Þ ¼ dIJ for any nodes I,J 2 (Nen [ B).

More specifically, for a four-node quadrilateral element
the shape functions in terms of natural coordinates n and
g are

Ne
Bðn; gÞ ¼ ð1� n2Þð1� g2Þ ð61Þ

for the bubble node, and

Ne
I ðn; gÞ ¼

1

4
ð1þ nInÞð1þ gIgÞ �

1

4
Ne

Bðn; gÞ ð62Þ

for the corner nodes, where nI,gI = ±1 define the natural
coordinates of the corner nodes. As noted in the Introduc-
tion, a higher order interpolation for discontinuous veloc-
ity may be beneficial for the treatment of more complex
contact cohesive–frictional laws.

The velocity field f hðxÞ~vðxÞ may be interpolated with or
without the bubble node. Recall that this function only
needs to satisfy restrictions (4), so its interpolation may
not be unique. With the bubble node, the interpolation
takes the form

f hðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N en

Ne
I ðxÞHSðxIÞ _ae

I þNe
BðxÞ _ae

B: ð63Þ

Without the bubble node, the interpolation reduces to that
used in the extended finite element method,

f hðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N en

Ne
I ðxÞHSðxIÞ _ae

I : ð64Þ

The discontinuous part of velocity reflects the presence of
the bubble node. Using (64) along with the Heaviside func-
tion, we get
(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Plots of blending velocity f hðxÞ~vðxÞ and discontinuous velocity
MSðxÞ~vðxÞ for an enhanced CST element with a superinterpolated
discontinuous velocity field: (a) two nodes on the positive side of S; (b)
one node on the positive side of S. The velocity jump ~vðxSÞ is quadratic
on S.
MSðxÞ~vðxÞ ¼
X
I2N en

½Ne
I ðxÞHSðxÞ � Ne

I ðxÞHSðxIÞ� _ae
I

þNe
BðxÞHSðxÞ _ae

B: ð65Þ

In this case the velocity jump on S is

~vðxSÞ ¼
X

I2ðN en[BÞ
Ne

I ðxSÞ _ae
I : ð66Þ

For a CST element, introduction of a bubble node results
in a curvilinear interpolation of velocity jump within the
element, as shown in Fig. 5. As to the efficacy of this inter-
polation, the author is not aware of any previous work
where a bubble node has been introduced in the above con-
text. However, this technique could prove beneficial when
dealing with far more complex cohesive–frictional laws,
such as the rate- and state-dependent frictional laws involv-
ing both spatial and temporal variations of the coefficient
of friction, see [14].

5. The AES method

The assumed enhanced strain (AES) method involves
local enrichments that in some way resemble the one-node
interpolation described in Section 4.2 except that the
weighting function is designed to pass the patch test requir-
ing a zero element mean. The AES method is often associ-
ated with ‘‘static condensation” since the local nature of
the enhancement permits its elimination on the element
level. For CST elements the Galerkin embedded disconti-
nuity method is an alternative formulation to the AES
method in that slip is treated as a plastic multiplier of con-
tinuum plasticity, thereby completely avoiding the extra
step of static condensation in the element matrix assembly.

5.1. Petrov–Galerkin formulation

We revisit equation (1) and once again use a piecewise
constant interpolation for ~v. The associated strain field is

$svðxÞ ¼ $s�vðxÞ þ ð~vðxÞ � $MSðxÞÞs; ð67Þ
where

$MSðxÞ ¼ nedS � $f hðxÞ: ð68Þ
Now, for all x 2 Xh nSe the strain rate tensor is

_�ðxÞ ¼ _��ðxÞ|ffl{zffl}
regular

þ _~�ðxÞ|ffl{zffl}
enhanced

; _~�ðxÞ ¼ �ð$f hðxÞ � ~vðxÞÞs: ð69Þ

This leads to the following field of trial functions for the
enhanced strain rates:eEh ¼ f _~�h 2 ðH 0Þ6j _~�h ¼ �ð~vðxÞ � $f hðxÞÞsg: ð70Þ
Note that this set of trial functions is the same as that em-
ployed in Section 4.2.

In the AES method the field of weighting functions for
the enhanced strain rates is derived ‘‘by construction”.
The specific field of enhanced weighting functions pro-
posed in [30] is given by
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eGh ¼ f~ch 2 ðH 0Þ6j~ch ¼ ð�C þ dSÞðme � neÞsg; ð71Þ

where C is any scalar function. The weighting function for
the strain rates thus becomes

$sg ¼ $s�g|{z}
regular

þ ~ch|{z}
enhanced

: ð72Þ

Because eEh 6¼ eGh, we have a Petrov–Galerkin formulation.
Substituting (72) into the standard variational equation

(12) yieldsZ
Xe

$s�gh : _rdX ¼
Z

Xe
�gh � _f dXþ

Z
Ce

�gh � _t dC ð73Þ

andZ
Xe

~ch : _rdX ¼ 0: ð74Þ

For a CST element we see that the patch testZ
Xe

~ch dX ¼ 0 ð75Þ

is identically satisfied by choosing C ¼Se=Xe.
The element matrix equations for the AES method may

be written as follows:

Ae
11 Ae

12

Ae
21 Ae

22

� � _de

_fe

( )
¼

_Fe
ext

0

( )
; ð76Þ

where

Ae
11 ¼

Z
Xe

BTDB dX; Ae
12 ¼ �

Z
Xe

BTDbdX;

Ae
21 ¼ �

Z
Xe

aTDBdX;

Ae
22 ¼

Z
Xe

aTDbdXþ
Z
Se

meT Eme dS

ð77Þ

and a is a vector constructed from the slip tensor
(me � ne)s. Comparing to (57) and (58), the Petrov–Galer-
kin formulation generally yields a nonsymmetric system ex-
cept when $f hðxÞkne (i.e., the crack is aligned to a side of
the triangle), in which case a = b. As explained in the next
section, the relative directions of a and b are functions of
element orientations relative to the discontinuity surface
S. Because slip _fe is interpolated by a piecewise constant
function, it can be eliminated on the element level by static
condensation.

5.2. Galerkin embedded strong discontinuity formulation

A Galerkin embedded strong discontinuity (similar to
smeared crack) formulation employing CST elements is
demonstrably equivalent to the Petrov–Galerkin AES
method [3]. In this formulation, strong discontinuity is
introduced into an elastic solid through the use of an aniso-
tropic yield function describing yielding on the crack. The
technique does not explicitly use the slip degree of freedom
on the element matrix equation; instead, it treats slip on the
crack internally. There is no need for static condensation
since the elastoplastic stress-strain matrix is already a form
of static condensation. Because yielding on the crack is
governed by an anisotropic constitutive law, the stress-
strain matrix is nonsymmetric, in much the same way that
the AES method yields a nonsymmetric system.

We consider the classical variational equationZ
Xe

$sg : _rdX ¼
Z

Xe
g � _f dXþ

Z
Ce

g � _t dX; ð78Þ

where g is the total weighting function. Slip along a crack
introduces an irrecoverable response. This is represented
by an anisotropic plasticity model reflecting sliding on
the crack.

The Cauchy stress rate in an enhanced elastic solid Xe is
given by the generalized Hooke’s law (see (69))

_r ¼ cE : ½ _��� ðme � $f hÞs _fe�; _�� ¼ $s�vðxÞ; x 2 Xe nSe;

ð79Þ

where cE is the elastic constitutive tensor (superscript ‘‘E”

denotes ‘‘elastic”, in contrast to superscript ‘‘e” which per-
tains to element number). The equation above resembles an
additive predictor–corrector split of continuum plasticity in
which _fe P 0 takes the role of plastic multiplier and
ðme � $f hÞs is the plastic flow direction.

Let Fðr;/; cÞ ¼ 0 denote the yield condition on Se,
where / is the friction angle and c is the cohesion on the
crack. For concreteness, we assume the following specific
form of the yield condition

Fðr;/; cÞ ¼ ðle � neÞs : r� c ¼ 0; ð80Þ

where

le ¼ me þ ne tan /: ð81Þ

Note that klek ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ tan2 /

p
6¼ 1 if / 6¼ 0, so le generally

is not a unit vector. Eq. (80) is the Mohr–Coulomb yield
criterion on the crack. The consistency condition is

we : _r�Hd
_fe ¼ 0; we ¼ oF

or

����
Xe

¼ ðle � neÞs; ð82Þ

where Hd ¼ oc=ofe is the plastic modulus and _fe is the slip
rate on Se. The above equation can be used to solve for the
slip rate

_fe ¼ ðle � neÞs : cE : _��

we : cE : ðme � $f hÞs þHd
: ð83Þ

We have effectively converted the localization problem
into a continuum plasticity problem and the next step is
to solve for the stress rate. To this end, we utilize the gen-
eralized Hooke’s law

_r ¼ cEP : $s�vðxÞ; ð84Þ

where

cEP ¼ cE � cE : ðme � $f hÞs � we : cE

we : cE : ðme � $f hÞs þHd
: ð85Þ



(a) (b)

Fig. 6. CST element traced by a discontinuity S: (a) one-node side on the
positive side of S; (b) two-node side on the positive side of S. Unit vector
n is parallel to $f h when S is parallel to a side of the triangle.

Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3

Fig. 7. Plane strain rectangular body with a fixed crack: finite element
meshes. Crack is represented by the solid thick line. The support of MSðxÞ
is denoted by the shaded triangles.
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The matrix form of (78) is readily constructed from the
standard Galerkin approximation as

K e _de ¼ _Fe
EXT; K e ¼

Z
Xe

BTDEPB dX; ð86Þ

where DEP is the matrix form of cEP. Note that Ke is
unsymmetric unless nek$f h and / = 0, since the plastic
flow direction is different from we.

Equivalence of the present formulation with the AES
technique is apparent if we note that for a CST element

K e ¼
Z

Xe
BTDEPB dX ¼ Ae

11 þ Ae
12A�1

22 Ae
21; ð87Þ

where Ae
11, Ae

12, Ae
21, and Ae

22 are element matrices defined in
(77), with the constitutive matrix D replaced by the elastic
component DE. Clearly, the constitutive law on the slip sur-
face determines the appropriate weighting function for the
AES method. If / = 0, then we recover the weighting func-
tion used in [30].

Fig. 6 shows the physical meanings of the vectors $f h

and ne for an enhanced CST element. A well traced CST
element has a side parallel to the slip line, in which case,
$f hkne. In contrast, a poorly traced CST element has a side
that may be significantly skewed from the slip line. The lat-
ter condition could cause some ill-conditioning problems,
see [3].

6. Numerical examples

In this section we present numerical examples involving
tangential sliding of an elastic solid along a cohesive–fric-
tional crack. The examples focus only on the AES and
extended FE solutions, but in one of the examples we shall
also report some results obtained using classical contact
mechanics FE analysis to highlight the similarity with the
extended FE solutions. For the most part we shall only
consider a Heaviside enhancement since the AES algorithm
cannot handle crack tip enrichment due to the assumed
piecewise constant interpolation of slip. Toward the end
of the section we shall demonstrate the important role
played by crack tip enrichment toward an accurate predic-
tion of slip with the extended FE method. As for the AES
method, we utilize the Galerkin embedded strong disconti-
nuity formulation of Section 5.2 in the simulations. Defor-
mations are assumed to be infinitesimal in all the examples.

Some remarks on the crack slip simulation are in order.
In the AES method the plastic flow direction, represented
by the slip tensor (me � ne)s, is explicitly specified for each
enhanced element. In the extended FE solution, on the
other hand, the plastic flow direction is enforced by penal-
ization at the Gauss points lying on the crack. The algo-
rithm utilized for frictional crack problem with the
extended FE solution is described by Liu and Borja [20].
The algorithm essentially mimics the stick-slip feature of
nonlinear contact mechanics [68–70] except that slave-mas-
ter sides are now used instead of the usual slave node-mas-
ter segment format since the contact constraints are now
embedded in the interior of the CST elements. For infini-
tesimal plane strain deformation, the slip tensor is fixed
for each localizing element. Hence, once the active con-
straints have been properly identified all solutions theoret-
ically require only one Newton–Raphson iteration to
converge.

In the numerical examples below we assume the follow-
ing material parameters (consistent units are implied
throughout): Young’s modulus E = 105 and Poisson’s ratio
m = 0.30 for the elastic solid; normal and tangential penalty
parameters for the extended FE solution are �N = �T = 107.
Yielding on the crack follows the Mohr–Coulomb yield cri-
terion with cohesion c and friction angle / (coefficient of
friction = tan/).

6.1. Uniform slip

The boundary-value problem consists of a 2 	 4 (width/
height) elastic solid with a 45� crack passing through the
point (0.0,0.7), assuming the bottom left corner of the solid
passes through the origin. In Fig. 7 we show three FE ele-
ment meshes: mesh 1 has 15 nodes and 16 CST elements;
mesh 2 has 153 nodes and 256 elements; and mesh 3 has
561 nodes and 1024 elements. The figure also shows the
crack terminating at coordinate (1.3,2.0) and the enhanced
CST elements are represented by the shaded region. As a
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Fig. 10. Variation of slip on a finite crack generated by the AES method
(left) and extended FE solution (right) with Mesh 1. Constitutive
parameters for the crack are: cohesion c = 0 and friction angle / = 5.71�.
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preliminary step, however, we first assume that the crack
cuts through the entire solid up to the point (2.0,2,7) on
the right vertical side and compress the solid vertically by
prescribing a uniform displacement of 0.10 on top, assum-
ing that the top and bottom surfaces of the solid are
smooth and the two vertical sides are traction-free. The
friction angle on the crack is assumed to be / = 5.71�
(coefficient of friction = 0.10).

Under the imposed deformation described above, Fig. 8
shows identical uniform slip calculated by the AES and
extended FE solutions. The magnitude of slip varies with
cohesion c, and Fig. 8 shows the calculated uniform slip
when c = 500. The magnitude of uniform slip f decreases
linearly with cohesion c as can be seen from Fig. 9. When
c = 0, the stress throughout the body during slip activation
is zero, and so f ¼ 0:10

ffiffiffi
2
p
¼ 0:1414. This is the maximum

possible slip at any point on the 45�-crack when the vertical
compression is 0.10.
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Fig. 11. Variation of slip on a finite crack generated by the AES method
(left) and extended FE solution (right) with Mesh 2. Constitutive
6.2. Nonuniform slip and crack tip deformation

We now consider the case of a finite stationary crack
shown in Fig. 7. Once again, we compress the solid to a
vertical compression of 0.10. Figs. 10–12 show variations
of slip generated by the AES and extended FE solutions
Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3
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Fig. 8. Uniform slip produced by a crack that cuts through the entire
body. Constitutive parameters for the crack are: cohesion c = 500 stress
units and friction angle / = 5.71� (coefficient of friction = 0.10). AES and
extended FE methods produced identical results.
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Fig. 9. Variation of slip (uniform throughout the crack) for a crack with
cohesion c and friction angle / = 5.71� (coefficient of friction = 0.10).

parameters for the crack are: cohesion c = 0 and friction angle / = 5.71�.
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Fig. 12. Variation of slip on a finite crack generated by the AES method
(left) and extended FE solution (right) with Mesh 3. Constitutive
parameters for the crack are: cohesion c = 0 and friction angle / = 5.71�.
using meshes 1–3, respectively. In general, the AES solu-
tions predict softer responses (i.e., larger slip) with coarser
meshes, whereas the extended FE solution predicts stiffer
responses (i.e., smaller slip). However, as the mesh is
refined further the two methods appear to converge to
two different solutions, with the AES solution predicting
a nearly elliptical slip distribution consistent with linear
elastic fracture mechanics theory [9,49,56], and the
extended FE solution predicting a bullet-shaped slip distri-
bution, see Figs. 11 and 12. Because the extended FE solu-
tion is unable to capture the steep gradient near the crack
tip with only a Heaviside enrichment, the calculated slip
is smaller than that obtained with the AES solution every-
where on the crack.
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Fig. 15. Variation of slip on a finite crack adjacent to element sides
generated by the AES (left), extended FE (middle), and classical contact
mechanics (right) solutions. Constitutive parameters for the crack are:
cohesion c = 0 and friction angle / = 5.71�.
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To further elaborate the discrepancy between the two
sets of solution shown in Figs. 10–13, we show in Fig. 14
deformation details around the crack tip calculated by
the extended FE method. As the rectangular solid is verti-
cally compressed, the crack tries to slip but is prevented
from doing so by the fixed crack tip. Therefore, to accom-
modate the imposed deformation the crack has to open up
near the tip even if the imposed overall deformation is a
vertical compression. In a way, this crack tip element tends
to ‘‘lock”. The kinematics of deformation is confirmed in
Fig. 14 which compares the deformed meshes generated
by the AES and extended FE solutions: the two deformed
meshes are nearly the same except near the crack tip where
the calculated vertical downward movement is less with the
extended FE solution (due to the ‘‘locking” mode). Since
the AES solution was formulated precisely to avoid lock-
ing, the solution does not exhibit an opening mode.

6.3. Comparison with nonlinear contact mechanics solution

One might guess that the solution provided by the
extended FE method is essentially the same as that gener-
ated by classical contact mechanics algorithm when the
crack traverses the element sides since the two methods uti-
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Fig. 13. Detail of crack tip region generated by the extended FE solution.
To accommodate slip, the crack opens up near the crack tip even if the
mesh is compressed in the vertical direction. Shaded triangles form part of
the support of MSðxÞ. Dashed lines define subtriangles used for numerical
integration. Dark circles denote enhanced nodes; open circle is crack tip.

Fig. 14. Deformed meshes and vertical displacement contours generated
by the AES method (left) and the extended FE solution (right).
lize essentially the same displacement interpolations. We
thus consider a 45� finite crack that passes very close to
the element sides as shown in Fig. 15. In classical contact
mechanics the crack is represented by slave node/master
segment contact elements [68–70], so in this case the crack
may be prescribed to pass exactly through the nodes. To
this end, we consider a straight crack with tips at coordi-
nates (0.00,1.00) and (1.75, 2.75) in Fig. 15 (again, the
lower left-hand corner of the rectangle is placed at the ori-
gin). On the other hand, with the AES and extended FE
methods the crack may not pass exactly through the nodes,
so we consider instead an adjacent crack with tips at points
(0.0,0.99) and (1.75, 2.74) and passing through the interior
of the finite elements.

Fig. 16 shows that the variation of slip predicted by the
extended FE and classical contact mechanics solutions are
essentially the same, with the AES solution again predict-
ing larger slip (softer response) particularly near the crack
tip. The small discrepancy between the extended FE and
contact mechanics solutions may be attributed to minor
differences in the implementation: the extended FE solution
imposes contact condition at the Gauss points on the
crack, whereas the nonlinear contact mechanics solution
imposes the constraint at the node-to-segment contact.
As in the previous example, the slip distribution predicted
by the AES method shows the classical elliptical shape
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Fig. 16. Variation of slip for a finite crack adjacent to element sides. The
crack has zero cohesion and friction angle / = 5.71�. Nonlinear contact
mechanics and extended FE solutions enriched with a Heaviside function
predict nearly the same slip distributions that are about 20% smaller than
that predicted by the AES method.



Fig. 17. Deformed FE meshes for the problem of a finite crack adjacent to
element sides: AES (left), extended FE (middle), and classical contact
mechanics (right). Note that the conforming deformation exhibited by the
classical contact mechanics solution shows a sharp discontinuity along the
crack.
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Fig. 18. Variation of slip for a finite crack adjacent to element sides. The
crack has zero cohesion and friction angle / = 5.71�. Extended FE
solution enriched with only the Heaviside function predicts a slip
distribution that is about 20% smaller than that predicted by the AES
method. With a crack tip enrichment, the extended FE solution predicts
nearly the same slip distribution as the AES method.
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consistent with linear elastic fracture mechanics theory,
whereas the extended FE and classical contact mechanics
solutions show bullet-shaped slip distributions. The
deformed meshes predicted by the three methods are
shown in Fig. 17, with the extended FE and nonlinear con-
tact mechanics solutions again manifesting a tendency to
dilate (or lock) in the vicinity of the crack tip to allow
the slip to build up rapidly in that area. Note that the
deformed meshes only show conforming deformations; if
displacement discontinuities were explicitly plotted the
deformed meshes for the extended FE and nonlinear con-
tact mechanics solutions would be practically the same.

6.4. Crack tip enrichment

In this section we investigate the role played by the crack
tip enrichment on the numerical values of slip calculated by
the extended FE method. We recall from linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics [56,2] that the near-tip displacement field
for combined Modes I and II loading are

uðr; hÞ ¼ KI

2l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r=2l

p
cos

h
2

	 

j� 1þ 2 sin2 h

2

	 
� �
þ KII

2l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r=2l

p
sin

h
2

	 

jþ 1þ 2 cos2 h

2

	 
� �
ð88Þ

for the x direction, and

vðr; hÞ ¼ KI

2l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r=2l

p
sin

h
2

	 

jþ 1� 2 cos2 h

2

	 
� �
� KII

2l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r=2l

p
cos

h
2

	 

j� 1� 2 sin2 h

2

	 
� �
ð89Þ

for the y direction, where

j ¼
3� 4m; plane strain

ð3� mÞ=ð1þ mÞ; plane stress

�
ð90Þ

is the Kolosov constant. In the above equations, KI and KII

are stress intensity factors, r and h are cylindrical coordi-
nates originating from the crack tip, m is the Poisson’s ratio,
and l is the elastic shear modulus. The angle h ranges from
�p to +p (h = 0 is the crack line pointing away from the
tip) so that sin(h/2) represents the discontinuous function
on the crack. For pure Mode II loading the near-tip slip
is given by

fðrÞ ¼ uðr; pÞ � uðr;�pÞ ¼ KII

l
ðjþ 1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r=2l

p
: ð91Þ

The gradient of slip with respect to r is

f0ðrÞ ¼ KII

2l
jþ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2lr
p : ð92Þ

The above equation shows a 1=
ffiffi
r
p

near-tip singularity of
the gradient of slip. This singularity cannot be captured
by conventional finite elements used in the extended FE
solution, and thus Figs. 10–12, for example, show that no
matter how one refines the mesh the gradient of slip at
the crack tip remains finite. The same can be said of the
classical contact mechanics FE solution. In contrast, values
of slip predicted by the AES solution (see same figures)
show infinite gradients at the crack tip.

Special finite elements have been proposed in the past to
handle crack tip singularity in linear elastic fracture
mechanics (see [72]). Here we enrich the description of
near-tip displacement field through a technique proposed
in [2]. The technique requires the introduction of additional
nodal degrees of freedom for the polygonal support of the
crack tip to accommodate four near-tip shape functions
described by the span

ciðr; hÞ ¼
ffiffi
r
p

fi; f 1 ¼ cos
h
2

	 

; f 2 ¼ sin

h
2

	 

;

f 3 ¼ sin
h
2

	 

sin h; f 4 ¼ cos

h
2

	 

sin h: ð93Þ

Fig. 18 shows the ‘improved’ slip distribution calculated by
the extended FE element solution utilizing both the Heav-
iside and crack tip enrichment functions for the bound-
ary-value problem depicted in Fig. 15. It is evident that
the crack tip enrichment alleviates near-tip locking of con-
ventional finite elements and now accommodates a vertical
slope at the crack tip. It is noteworthy that the AES and ex-
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tended FE solutions (with Heaviside and crack tip enhance-
ments) predict nearly the same slip distributions despite the
fact that the former technique employs a much simpler
kinematical enrichment. For the record, the final numerical
values of solid-face slip are as follows: 0.101 (Heaviside
only) and 0.120 (Heaviside plus crack tip enrichments) for
the extended FE method, and 0.118 for the AES method.

7. Summary and conclusions

We have presented strong and weak forms of boundary-
value problem for a solid with a discontinuity represented
by a jump in the velocity field. The variational equation
was used to construct finite element approximations to
two kinematical variables: the regular velocity field �v
defined throughout the domain X, and the discontinuous
velocity field ~v defined inside the support of MS. The
AES method is recovered from a Petrov–Galerkin formula-
tion, resulting in a piecewise constant interpolation of slip.
The Galerkin embedded strong discontinuity method refor-
mulates the AES approach in a way that resembles a clas-
sical continuum plasticity solution in the post-localization
regime requiring modification to the material subroutine
only. The extended FE method is recovered from a Galer-
kin formulation expressed in terms of relative displacement
on the crack, giving rise to slip interpolation that is contin-
uous across element boundaries. Along with classical non-
linear contact mechanics theory, the aforementioned
enhanced FE methods have been implemented into a com-
mon platform so that the numerical solutions may be com-
pared for the case of two-dimensional plane strain
boundary-value problems utilizing the basic constant strain
triangular elements.

Based on the numerical examples presented, with only a
Heaviside enrichment the AES solution predicts larger slip
(i.e., softer response) than the extended FE solution, and is
able to capture the elliptical shape slip distribution pre-
dicted by classical linear elastic fracture mechanics theory.
This may be attributed to the piecewise constant slip inter-
polation that allows the steep displacement gradient to be
smeared throughout the finite element volume surrounding
the crack tip area, thus circumventing the tendency of the
crack tip elements to lock. On the other hand, the extended
FE and classical nonlinear contact mechanics solutions
predict bullet-shaped slip distributions, suggesting that
with these methods the Heaviside enhancement alone
would not be sufficient to capture the steep gradients near
the crack tip. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that by
introducing the crack tip enrichment functions the slip dis-
tribution calculated by the extended FE method has
improved to be comparable to that obtained with the
AES method. We note from the limited examples consid-
ered in this paper that slip calculated near the crack tip
impacts those calculated throughout the crack, so it is
important to capture the steep displacement gradient near
the crack tip. Finally, we note that this paper is far from
being complete in that we have yet to consider other impor-
tant aspects such as crack tip plasticity (both small- and
large-scale yielding), finite deformation, and three-dimen-
sional loading, among others. Research on some of these
aspects is currently in progress.
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